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UNM Regents Get

Athletic Report
By Ken Clark
Lobo News Editor
"If history is not to repeat
itself, the Regents and the
President of the University must
insure, by vigorous and
courageous action consistently
pursued, that needed changes are
adopted and control main·
tained.''
So opens attorney Franklin
' Jones' report to the Regents on
''Intercollegiate Athletic
Problems at ~he University of
New Mexico."
The introduction goes on to
say that although "absolute
certainty is impossible, the
inqumes and investigations
appear to be sufficient to provide
reasonable assurance to the
Dick Pfaff, business supervisor of Student Publications, presents a gift of appreciation to Mrs.
Regents and the public that the
Lucille S. Cox for her 14 years of service as office manager of Student Publications. The oc- improprieties have been fully
cassion was the annual PUB Board Banquet. (Photo by Dick Kettlewell)
revealed and the direct and indirect causes of the problems
adequately identified."
The report was presented to
the Regents early Monday
morning prior to its release to the
geology basic skills program said been successful because it has press. There were three apBy Helen Gaussoin
J.nho Staff '}~~';t"'~
th~ program is not cost effective taught students a variety of prndkcs ntt~dwd tn the 1'lrigi1\1~J
Professor'J involved with the because it "uses up faculty and skills they wouldn't usually learn report which was submitted to
basic skills program have mixed TA's and has a large attrition in 100 level course.
Henry Jaramillo, president of the
opinions about its success since rate and it is not clear that
Laura Cameron of the math Board of Regents.
its inception in the fall.
basic skills program said the
students are learning.
The appendices contain unLess than 4 7 percent of the
"We teach them how to read program is succesful for those
verified
allegations regarding
students enrolled in the Basic and write in terms of natural students who worked and stayed
names
of
people and events and
Skills math course and about half science and they learn a little in the course.
uncorroborated
statements which
Callender said the English and
of the students enrolled in the about geology. but they could
were
gathered
in the course of
Basic Skills American studies learn the same thing in geology math departments have good
Jones'
investigations.
programs but "it would be better
course will pass, department 101," he said.
not
to dilute them with other
professors said.
Michael Hogan of the English
They cannot be made public,
Dr. Jonathon Callender of the department said the program has programs."
however, because of federal law
Sam Girgus, who teaches the relating to the confidentiality of
American studies class, said, on student records.
the average, half of the students
The purpose of the report is
enrolled in basic skills classes twofold, and was stated by the
pass.
Regents in their agreement with
Hogan said about 65 percent of Jones.
and then we impact against that the English basic skills students
ByLeeHUley
First, the Regents wanted "to
failure when a piece of legislation would pass.
Lobo Staff Writer
establish a basis on which the
The outgoing president of the embodying some larger principle
Callender said many students Board can identify and promptly
Faculty Senate says she is comes up for discussion."
drop out of the geology basic minimize or remove those factors
Roebuck would prefer to see skills course and some classes within the University system
leaving a more stabilized and
smoother-functioning group, but the flow of business from senate have less than 15 students.
that have been principally
one which has not reached its committees to the full senate
Official figures for this responsible for problems or
optimal level capacity as a reversed, so that the senate semester were not available.
improprieties involving athletic
would first debate/explore an
deliberative body.
Cameron said it was surprising activity.
History Professor Janet issue and then instruct the ap· even half the students passed the
The second objective was to
Roebuck, after presiding over the propriate committee to look into
"establish
a basis on which the
Continued on page 6
faculty governing body for the it. On the few occasions when
past two years, recently reviewed this did occur, Roebuck said the
debate was "far from lively."
the experience.
She seemed perplexed by the
''The thing I would like to have
FORT WALTON BEACH, expected to have 4,000 refugees
seen is for the senate to become a senate's reluctance in this regard.
much more active body from the "I don't know whether they're Fla. (UPI) - Red tape blocked by midnight, far more than
point of view of initiating change. not used to it, whether thery're release of Cuban refugees from originally expected. 11 We said we
I would like to have seen the not involved in a particular issue, the tent city at the Fort Walton could be ready for 4,000 by the
senate become a forum for the or whether they're just not in• Beach fairgrounds Tuesday and end of the first week. They're
terested. Maybe the senate hundreds of new arrivals were coming in faster than that," he
discussion of policy issues.
moved into a gym and a hangar said.
"It seems there are a lot of gut- doesn't want to be a forum.
Joy conceded the advance
level things around that keep Maybe it just wants to be a at Eglin Air Force Base.
Wayne Joy, chief inspector for estimates by INS of 48 hours for
coming up and we deal with them legislative body.
Immigration
and processing was "overly op·
"Then maybe it's a cultural the
in terms of specific pieces of
Naturalization
Service
at
the
tent
timistic."
thing,"
she
mused.
Roebuck'
is
legislation, which is not the
city,
said
Wednesday
"will
be
the
Air Force Maj. John Toner
from Wales.
appropriate place,
earliest
anyone
can
be
released.
the fault lay in tardy action
said
She also expressed the view
"Take some of the larger
41
issues,
for instance, an that in the process of getting Even. the numbers leaving then from Washington. We can't
egalitarian versus an elitist established and stabilized, ''the will be small because we've just release anybody until clearance
those screening arrives," he explained.
policy, or the question of what senate has lost a great deal of established
The tent city population
exactly is the university's role in vitality and, among the general procedures. H
Air
Force
spokesman
Maj.
to 2,800 refugees and
swelled
faculty,
a
great
deal
of
this community. We haven't
John
Fergus
said
the
camp
there
were
800 more at the
discussed them in general terms
Continued on page 12

Opinions Vary on Program

Roebuck says Adios
to 'Smoother' Senate

University can take prompt,
affirmative and decisive action to
assure the maintenance of a
strong, competent and ethical
Athletic Department (as well as
other activities involving athletic
activity) carrying on, as part of a
balanced program, the fielding of
competitive inter-collegiate
teams operating at all timE'S
within the spirit as well as the
letter of applicable rules and
standards."
Among the observations made
was that many of the problems
may have stemmed from an
unclear chain of command since
"the president of UNM did not
always act on routin~ athletic
matters through tlw UNM
athletic director ...
This problem may have been
complicated by communications
from the president to the athletic
department that "tended to be
less formal than than his com·
munications with other elements
ofUNM."
Jones also pointed out that
some existing regulations and
policies have not been Qnfore~,o>d.
Those concerning the rv}';urting of
exeessive absences of all
students. not just, student·
athletes, have boon consistlmtly
disregarded, the report stated.
The content of the report
closely parallels that of President
Davis' charge to the Athletic
Council to develop a new athletic
code and of the code itself.
Dr. Aaron Ladman, who
worked on the code, President
Davis, and Jones all said that
this is because of the regular
communications between them
that took place since last
January.
There were some significant
differences between Jones'
recommendations and the
proposed athletic code such as
the inclusion of ex-officio
members on the proposed
Athletic Council.
Jones' recommended against
having ex-officio members of the
Council because "persons being
governed should not be members
of the governing body."

Red Tape Slows Refugee Release
gymnasium and hangar at Eglin,
five miles away. Cots were found
for all. But those at the gym and
hangar were being fed by box
lunch in place of the hot meals
serted at the tent city, where
there were long lines at the dining
facilities.
Crews of airmen, 70 to a shift,
struggled to erect more tents.
Most refugees sat waiting
listlessly on their cots in the
dusty, 85-degree heat. A few
played soccer or attempted
volleyball without a .net. Children
played in the dirt with makeshift
toys. Some adults played cards
or dominoes - a favorite Cuban
pastime.
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National Briefs

byUPI

Hatfield said registration was
nothing more than a symbolic
gesture aimed at the Soviet
Union and would in no way
improve
U.S.
military
preparedness.

Senator Hatfield
Seeks Draft Delay
WASHINGTON - Sen. Mark
Hatfield, chriming support of
three of President Carter's
challengers, •ruesday launched a
delaying campaign against draft

Horses That Talk
May Make Sense

regi~tration.

Hatfield, R-Ore., lost one key
vote
in
the
Senate
A ppropriat.ions Committee on
the plan, but. said he would offer
fJeverul other amendments to
force t.ime-consuming debate.
Hatfield said he had support in
his anti-registration fight from
Itonald Reagan, Sen. Edward
Kennedy, D-Mass., and Rep.
John Anderson, R-Ill. - all
presidential contestants - and
former President Gerald Ford.
"Thi.s is the first issue on
which we have isolated the
president from his major
challengers," Hatfield told
reporters.
Hatfield was expected to lose
on his remaining amendments,
which include one providing for
rC~,>istration of women, but he
believed his time-consuming
tactics would aid his cause.
If the bill is eventually approved by the committee,
Hatfield plans to launch a
filibuster on the Senate floor,
hoping to give anti-draft forces
time to persuade the 20-25
senators he says are undecided on
the issue.
The House has already passed
the bill to fund draft registration.
If the Senate agrees, registration
could begin as early as mid-June.

NEW YORK - A horse is a
horse, of course, but scientists
said Tuesday that after 75 years
of research they still cannot agree
on whether it's possible for one to
talk.
'!'he scientists were attending
opening sessions on "Tile Clever
Hans" phenenomon sponsored
by the New York Academy of
Science.
Clever Hans was a horse of a
different sort who made tracks to
scientific fame about 75 years ago
in Berlin, kicking on a board with
his front right hoof as a means of
communication with humans.
So many kicks for A, so many
for B and so on •.
He could combine letters into
words and words into sentences,
even making observations, said
Dr. Heini K. P. Hediger,
University of Zurich, Swit·
zerland.
Not everyone believed Hans
actually "talked" on his own.
The early-century critics said
Hans just reacted to cues from
his keepers.
Hediger said he thinks the
Clever Hans experiments should
be repeated under strict
laboratory conditions before the
linquistic abilites of the alleged
talking horse go down in history

as a phenomenon or be rewritten
as a fake.
But in 1907, he said, a kind of
clean bill of linguistic health was
given "Clever Hans" by a quite
respectable seientist one
Oskar Pfungst who investigated.
"Clever Hans, compared with
all his critics, is the superior
observer," Pfungst said on page
125 of his report.
"Busically this fact puts the
human observer into a very
difficult position," Hediger said.

Watch for Weekly
A"l'"--'".....-...);.. VALUES Ill

• Backpacking in New Mexico and Colorado
• White Water paddle-rafting
in New Mexico and Colorado
• Rock climbing
• Scuba and Snorkling in Baja, Cal.
• Explorations in Baja, Cal.
• Expeditions to Nepal
• Backpacking for Women

1

For more information contact

Outback Adventures Inc.
842-6226
505 Fruit N.W.

Prisoners Offer
Help With Rescue

i
!
'

including:
one FREE soft drink
$150 with this coupon
or buy one dinner, get one free

11:00-9:00 Mon.-Sat.
5:00-9:00 Sun.

I

I

ti

CRANSTON, R.I. - Ten
Rhode Island prison inmates,
nine of them convicted murderers, have offered President
Carter their services for any
future attempts to rescue 53
American hostages in Iran.

Full Lunch Meal

M & P Chinese Kitchen
1301 Eubank St. N .E.
293-1638
Hours:

i

,.

I.

E F
PEPPERONI PIZZA AND
A MEDIUM DRINK
• 0 N Ly sse with this coupon

/.
'
'·

RAY'S PIZZA

The group, calling itself
Freedom Force I, made its offer
in a letter mailed to the White
House April25, the day the failed
rescue was announced.

across from UNM on Central
Pizza by the pa-n .. .
Pepperoni pizza by the slice .. .

"We are not asking to be
pardoned. All we want is to do
what no one else seems to be able
to do. We sincerely and deeply
feel we can and will succeed
where it seems others have
failed," the letter said.

·

HAIR

"We are above all true
Americans. We are ready and
proud to be called upon to help
free the Americans being held in
Iran."

customer

exp. 5114/80

$5°0 OFF ALL HAIRCUTS

CERTIFIED ( )

DESIGNS .,.

Includes- shampoo, conditioning, cut & blow style

$1500 OFF BODY WAVES & PERMS

A UNISEX SALON

Includes- shampoo, conditioning, cut & perm

Call Now for Appoinbnent
255-3279

Tues. ·Sat. 9-6
OHt•r

bowl of soup and Salad .$1.85
~

0

~

Siren Coffeehouse

~
-·

115 Ilarmnl SE
,'1.1 on. tltru Sat. 11 ~ 8

.S

~
r.!l

with this Siren Coupon
Eggplant delight sand.

~

§...

.$1.85 (reg. $2.30)
Bowl of sou11 and salad
$1.85 (reg. $2.25)

"'~
S"

-·

"&

l

..

~ ~~
.

~

Vi'ltl & Ate

265·30J2for take·o11ts

.

.

.

i

~

~

~~~~~~~~~~~ ~

bowl of soup and salad $1.85
---- .. -·-

~

.

Donor Drawing!!
1st.Prize
BSR2500
Belt drive
turntable
2nd Prize Two leg weight sets
3rd Prize Two sets of Coors mug
Each 2nd Donation in a week your name gets into the bowl April
15 thru May 30. Drawing will be held Monday, June 2. Winners
names will be posted. Winners have until 6:00p.m. June 6, 1980
to claim prize

Newdonors
bring this ad for

$500
.

.

bonus

on 1st don~tion

Yale Blood Plasma 122 Yale
e"piresMay30, 1980 266-5729

.Take a
Tan
and a
T-Shirt
With You
This
Summer.

11032 Montgomery
Juan Tabo Plaza (Juan Tabo & Montgomery)

We're right across the street from UNM, on Central
between Lobo Miss and Scholtzsky's Sandwich
Shop.
Stop in for your tan and T-shirt.

(with this coupon. one per customer)

~Y)~)l)WJfl\P)"lJl)~WYVJl)l)l)')l )I~ Pn:PJJf)i)i)l)Tp)i'i)YFl))\)))1)1)l)l)1)Yjl)l ?J'l

Fatso's Subs

Pasta
Salads
Hours
Mon-Fri Bam to 9pm Vegetarian
Meals
Sat-Sun Noon to 8pm
Next to McDonalds
Deserts
255-3696
Breakfast

~

:-

Large Meatball Sub
$199

§2

with coupon
Reg. $2.75
Expires 5/11/80

~

~
~
~

::§

~

~:::!!:!!!:~~,.::t::::i.~:i!!!!:::!!!!!::!!!!!::!!!!!:~~!!!!:!::~~~ ~&&lCM&lMM~.kldJJs.C&kl&~rulliJ.ltlMMMMMMM~.khl:J.tklMlkld.M~.l~.~J.l~.lt~

•

Wherever you go, take a glowing tan along! Sign
up for sessions in our indoor booths before May
15th and we'll give you a FREE T·shirt to take
along, too. You'll get the easiest, coolest tan
you've ever had - in just minutes· pet session.

BUY ONE SLICE·
GET ONE FREE

CEL'S PIZZA

~
...

']

~

Piua by the pan
Pepperoni pizza by the slice

I
·
Buy 1 sandwich get 1
?f equal value for free
I
1
wt!h the purchase of two
1
large soft drinks
I
Offer vaUd until May 121980
I

II
I
1
1
1
1

I

I·

with coupon
one per customer
Excludes crown, inflation, and health spa

! . ·

Posh Bagel
2216 Central SE

!

-------------------------
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Opinion
Treating the Symptoms Will Not Solve the Problem
By Ken Clark
Lobo News Editor
The Athletic Council has
presented a new athletic code to
the Faculty Senate and the Senate
has duly amended and adopted it.
The code now rests on Prel;lident
William Davis' desk for his final
revisions before he presents it to
the Board of Regents in early June.
Fmnklin Jones has presented his
report on last year's problems to
the Board of Regents so that they
may be adequately informed in
m:Jking their decisions on the
mhietic code.
It would appear, then, that the
sta[le is set for UNM inter-collegiate

athletics to recover from their
setbacks of the last year and, in the
words of the Senate-passed
athletic code, "to have the
University's Athletic Department
recognized as a leader among
ethical, non-discriminatory and
well-managed departments."
But is it really?
We must ask ourselves if we
have indeed addressed the
necessary questions that lie at the
heart ofthe matter, and I think that
we have not.
All of the work done to rectify the
problems in UNM athletics have
been predicated upon the
assumpt:on that inter-collegiate
athletics are a necessary part of the

if any, that intercollegiate athletics
make to a university as an
educational institution.
If we examine the situation
carefully, we find that inter·
collegiate athletics have become
nothing more than publicly sub·
sidized farm organizations for the
professional leagues, an outlet for
countless commercial products and
an enormous source of income for
the communications media.
In this respect important social
and economic demands for en·
tertainment, profits and employment are met. But there is no
consideration given to improvements in education.
If we do not accept inter·

collegiate athletics in their purely
economic and social functions and
stop deluding ourselves in thinking
that they are "an important part of
a well-rounded program in a state
university," we will continue to
have the problems that we are now
trying to solve.
Education and commerce within
the same institution are incompatible. One must always
interfere with the other and at the
expense of the people involved.
So let us not cheer too loudly
when things start looking up for
UNM athletics, but b13 prepared for
a repeat performance of last year's
scandals because we dealt only
superficially with the issues at
hand.

lives are too often not those who
are best qualified to do the jobs, but
those who gain the positions by
default.
You say that the University is not
for everyone. I say that the
University should serve everyone in
New Mexico who desires its ser·
You see Mr. Gardne~, this vices.
country was founded on the 1dea
Our aim as a democratic society
that evertone should have the
rs
to provide an environment in
opportunity to do the things they
desire. Abraham Uncoln atte!lded which everyone has a opportunity
country schoo!s for od•; o:1e year, to become a well·.educated citizen.
and yet, he had the des>e to Research shows that people who
become a leader. He was gilier. the have a college education are more
opportunity and became cne of our understanding and better informed,
greatest presidents. leadership is resulting in a better government
not so much a matter of acquiring with less corruption and a wiser
special advantages or talents \i.e. spending of tax: dollars.
Our purpose should be to expand
receiving a private education! as a
our
universities. There is a great
matter of willingness, desire and
need
for engineers, doctors and
determination, (refer to Aesop's
teachers.
Fables: The Tortoise and The
Hare). Unfortunately, many are not
given the opportunity or the enMr. Gardner, you mentioned that
couragement to become leaders in "the university shouldn't have to
the fields in which they have strong take students underWing, who, for
fnterests. Instead, many of us are one reason or another, can't handle
toid that we are New Mexicans and the basic fundamentals of
do not have the proper education. education." Do you consider
Or, that we are women and are not spelling one of the basic funas capable as men are in dealing damentals of learning? If so, maybe
properly
with
demanding you would have benefited from the
situations. And sometimes we are Basic Skilts Program, especially
discouraged to the point that we because your endeavors are in
give up trying to obtain the things j.ournalism.
Your
editorial
we desire.
misspelled the word "fun·
As a result, the people who do damentals" as "fundamentals."
accept the leadership positions that
Finally, you wrote, "That's not to
are so influential in our everyday say that those qualified shouldn't

be given a chance." Would you
term qualified as someone who
passes the ACT? Well, if so, Jet me
tell you a story about myself. I did
terribly on the ACT. I had always
done very well in English, but I
flunked the English section of the
exam.
I did not take English 100 as I was
advised to, but instead enrolled for
English 101. I received an A in
English 101 and 102 and I am now
in the college of Arts and Sciences.
I have also maintained a 3.5
average and better during my three
years of school. I am now the
president of one of our two senior
honoraries on campus and I plan on
going to Jaw school. I attended
Albuquerque public schools and,
due to the problems many
teenagers face, I never finished
high school.
So you see, if your universities
were based on an elitist concept as
people like you and certain
members of the faculty would like
them to be, I would have never had
the opportunity to pursue my interests, although I had the desire
and determination. Because the
democratic concept of equal opportunity exists, I was able to
accomplish my desires and in the
process become an active and
contributing member of this
community and democratic
country.

university. Not once has this
assumption been recognized as
such. It has been treated as an
irrefutable fact.
The commercial economic
pressures on inter-collegiate
athletics, the political pressures for
prestige as a state institution and
the social pressures brought to bear
by 20th century American society
that we must win at any cost all
contribute to a sound argument for
the validity of that assumption.
But we seem to forget that for
several centuries universities served
Western civilization, and served it
well, without any form of athletic
program. In so forgetting, we have
failed to evaluate the contribution,

Letters
!.Jetter Blasts Basic Skills Editorial
J\s regards your editorial, "Time
·fc:r a

Un~versity

~,;,.,.,ersitv,

·

in

to become

opposit~or.

a

of a

Bas1i! Sk;i:s P•ogram. you men·
t u~ed t!ut the "O!d thinkmg was

DOONESBURY

that a college was to be used for
advancement of the learning
process." Well I must agree with
you, ~tis the "old" way of thinking,
and I hope it does not change as so
IT'any other things have to suit the
in~erests of a small portion of self·

by Garry Trudeau

centered elitists who are afraid of
competition. You see Mr. Gardner,
our country was founded on
democratic ideas, ideas which
proclaim the equality of all men no
matter what their race, religion, sex
or educational background.

Researchers Look for Great Men
By Jeff Gardner
Lobo Editor
Who are the last great men? Better still, are there
any great men left? A panel of poorly trained, but
highly paid researchers spent hot days and cold nights
trekking, looking, beating the bushes, pounding the
streets, noses to the grindstone, the whole ball of
wax, trying to find the last great man.
Results: three suffered minor scrapes from the
bushes; three were thrown in jail for creating public
disturbances after pounding the streets (attorneys for
the three claim the city is always pounding on the
ground and that their clients had every right to beat
the streets, not to be confused with the Mississippi
mud. Attorneys close to the mud had no comment,
nor did six ladies who claimed only to be watching the
incident and said they did not know any of the three
street pounders - one lady did say she knew a
bricklayer in St. Louis who could also sing and dance,
but that he was not one of the street pounders, as
stated.); two of the men, including one who was later
arrested in the street pounding incident, suffered nose
bleeds, one so sev.ere that he required three pints of
whole blood, while surgery is expected to be per·
formed on the nose.
But their written report, though somewhat tattered
and extremely messy (six pages alone had tire tracks
on them, while four were splattered with blood),
contained some surprising findings.
"We find," the report begins, "that the quantity of
great men in this world (we limited our search to the
world as we know it) is small, if indeed it exists at all.
That is to say, while we found strong possibilities for
'great men' stature, there were never any clear

guidelines, therefore no clear qualifiers for the title.
"However, one man, Leo Sternbach, could very
well be the last great man," the report continued.
"Sternbach, a research chemist, is the inventor of
Valium and he can say almost without qualification
that he 'lobotomized' 20 percent of the United State's
population," the report stated.
Sternbach was as close to being a "great man" as
the committee could find. The report did Jist other
persons, "the search included reviews of both sexes,
and three animal acts - Benji, Lassie(s), and Mr. Ed,
the latter receiving recognition as 'great animal'
posthumously," the report stated.
New Mexican nominees for consideration included
Albuquerque Mayor David Rusk, Councilwoman
Sondra West, Governor Bruce King, UNM President
William "Bud" Davis, APS board member Lorraine
Gutierrez, and KGGM television's Gordon Sanders.
Davis' nomination was "ruled ineligible."
"His (Davis') moment of possible 'greatness' came
during his 60 Minutes interview with reporter Morley
Safer:' the report stated. "Safer asked if he (Davis)
thought that a class dealing with the fundamentals of
basketball was 'Mickey Mouse', whereupon Davis
replied, 'No.'
"However, it is the opinion of this committee that
since two people were involved - one asking the
leading question, the other falling for it - the
nomination should be declared invalid, thus we rule
his (Davis') nomination ineligible," the report said,
It is interesting to note, as the semester draws to a
close, that after a solid year of University athletes
being declared ineligible, the final ineligiblity goes to
President Davis.

PROGRAMMABLE SERIES E

HEWLETT
PACKARD

Hp..33£

Programmable
Scientific
Extraordinary problem-solving power
plus versatile keystroke
programmability to solve repetitiVe
problems quickly and easily.
TM HP-33 is designed to give you more calculator
power, more ease-of-use features, at a lower pnc.e
than any comparable calculator Hewlett Packard
has ever offered.

• 49 lines of fully merged program memory
• Programming features
• Go lo command dectslon making capablllty
• Three levels of sub-routmes
• Fast, easy ed~1ng

• Pause

• Eight addressable storage registers
• Full range of Scientific and Mathematic
Functions
• Single step execution

REG. $90.00

SALE PRICE

- Stephanie Dominguez
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WITH THIS AD AND PURCHASE OF
HEWLETT PACKARD PRODUCTS OVER $100.00
CUSTOMER WILL RECEIVE A FREE CMOS T·SHIRT.

ACCESSORIES FOR CALCULATORS ARE IN STOCK.

ISKP·IIB I, U, m·ECFI& •FLEX· VOE
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LIST
HP•31 E-Scientlllc , ....•.... , ............ , .•. , ........ $50.00
HP·32E-Scientifie wHh Statistics , . , ...• , ........•......•.. $10.00
HP·33C-Sc!entnic .Programmable with Constant Memory ••...•.•.• $120.00
HP·37E-euslness •.......•.... , ....•..............•.. $75.00
HP-38E-Advanced Financial Programmable .... , , •......••. $120.00
HP~7- Handheld Fully Programmable •.•....•..••.....••. $375.00
HP•97- Desktop Fully Programmable Printer ......... , . , ... $750.00

SALE
PRICE

$42.50
$59.95
$108.00
$64.95
$99.95
$319.95
$637.50
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Opinions Mixed
Continued From page 1

math course since students who
are required to take the course
have ACT math scores of 7 or
below. She said that score was
"in the guessing range."
Girgus said half the students
who failed in the American
studies course were students who
did not show up for class.
Callender said President
William "Bud" Davis set up the
program to "keep up" enrollment
and that the program "has no
educe.tional basis."
Davis said the statement was
untrue and that the basic skills
program was started for "a very
sound educational reason: to
provide multiple entrance levels
for students."
Physics basics skills instructor
Dr. David Wolfe agreed with
Callender that the program was
not cost effective because
"physics is not a basic skill."
"My teaching could be put to
better use, " he said.
He said, in general, students in
the program are "quite bright"
but have poor communication
skills.
"Once they learn to write
properly and to take notes, they
are perfectly capable of Physics
102," he said.
Hogan said the natural and
social science courses have helped
the basic skills program.
"They have been a very
valuable addition for English
because the students are required
to write and their work -is viewed
for correctness and clearness of
prose. It's usually rare for a class
to reinforce writing skills," he
said.
Wolfc said being able to apply
math and English skills in other
courses might benefit students
but ''in practice it hasn't worked.
Callender said the program
raises the question of whether
"resources should be spent on the
least able student, the marginal
student."
He said, "I can't answer the
philosophical question, but it
doesn't seem to me that we're
doing much for the student,
especially in such a diverse
program."
The program has been ''good
on short term" because no one
else is trying to prepare the
students, he said
He said the high schools are
responsible for preparing the
student for college and that it is a
"mistake" for UNM to do it.
"University professors are not
hired to teach 8th or 9th grade
level courses," he said.

Double cross
the common crowd.

•

thatSas

',,

/Top photo) A greater spear-nosed bat hangs from a perch in a
research lab in the biology building. In the right photo hangs a
hairy-legged vampire bat. Both animals were collected by Dr.
J. Scott Altenbach last June in Honduras. They are used as
specimans for Dr. A/tenbach research in locomotor and
behavioral studies of bats. (Photos by Dick Kettlewell)
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ELECT
P. TIMOTHY

EICHENBERG
BERNALILLO COUNTY

COMMISSION
DEMOCRAT -District 3
Pc1d forb~ Ot. Rolph T Muru·oyd. TteO!.uter

ITTOOKA
HUNDREDYFARS
TO MAKETHIS BOOT.
Here's one of !he latest styles
from Frye. It comes from more
than 1()0 years ofbenchcrafting
experience. Knowing !he old styles
is part of how Frye ke~ps coming
up wilh fresh new styles. Yet
even though our styles may change
over !he years, our qualitY and
craftsmanship remain the same.
The best.
~r===-=~==-r

Makers of Hand Made
Indian Jewelry
OLD. TOWN

Experience
different
cultures and
societies.
Become better
acquainted
with our Latin
American
neighbors

SUMMER 1980
CONVERSATIONAL
FRENCH CLASSES

\'bu've probably heard just how comfortable Scholl Exercise Sandals can be. That's because they're shaped like
the bottom of your foot-with a hollow to cradle your heel and a little crest that fits in right under your toes.
But it's that little crest that gives you something more than comfort from Exercise Sandals. That crest
makes your toes hang on when you walk so your legs
r-------:--------:---------,
firm up and shape up.1b help give von legs that are
1 Scholl Exere1se Sandal Necklace Offer 1
·t th ,. 1. :.
"
·
I 1len,·\ my cht"t·k tlr mon{'V orJt.·t p.lv.thk· to Schotl :"Jt"Ckl.u:t' ( )f(('r for
1
the 1-.,
Ul:S . ey can L'le.
•
•
I th<· t•xdu,,ivt• ~d;<•ll liX<·t·me Sand.tl g<>ld fllli'IU'd charm and ch;lln.
I
. And now yon ca~ ~et a llttle so.m.ethmg else.
I 1 h.wc i~dudcd S·i.'l1 to: ,.,,,.h 11<'<-klace. i\l.til w:
I
spec1al from Scholl. A tnJntature gold-ftmshed Exercise 1 l}!";t'/it""'"" SanJ.d ~,<:klan· otrer ~I
·
I
Sandal that looks as great around your neck as the real 1 P.~f. il,~ 2622
•
1
ones do on your feet. It even comes on its own 18"
1 Maplt• Plam,MN 'i'H•H
1
.
I !Plt•aw pruu t k•JrlvJ
1
.
gold-finished "S" chain.
N.unc
I
This charm of a sandaL available only through II 'itf('(.'l At!drt•\'1_I
Scholl, is yours for just $4.95, including postage and
1
h?ndling .. So step right up to the Scholl .Exercise Sandal 1 ~.~v·:,~, ,. ~-·~ · · -~-~:~'enL•I•·~·._______::~"''· -·.--·
d1splay, ptck up an order blank (or send m the om' on the 1 All<>w 1 t. "''''k' "'' d•·''"'" r~~t-r '''''""' IJctembt·r >!. l<JHo
1
•
h
d
[·
d
[
[
h
}
Jd
1
.
.
L
Olh'r ""'' "'\I ~.A ••nh
ng t), an get t 1e san a t 1at as t 1e wor on a c mm.
-l!)SO
- -~d1PII.
- -tm-. 2H
---------------_.]
w. ~t lu11N, Chtl·l~O- n. llflMO
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and yourself.

Political Science
Portuguese

Sociology
Spanish
Spanish American

• June 2 ·.July 3 •

•J

UNM Courses in:
Art History
Economics
Anthropology
History
Journalism

Literature

illNUIC.RAf"tEDSINtt lii6J

14·August14 •

BeJ1iniPrer to Advanced

Ladies' and Men's

20% Off
lobo

men's

l

shop
2120 Central SE

243-6954

(Photo Credit: Ted Greer,
former Andean Center Student)

Information at the Latin American Institute
229 or 233 Ortega Hall
Phone: 277-2508 & 277-5421
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Oid Town, Albuquerque
618 Rio Grande Blvd., N.W.
Take 1-40 Old Town Exit
For reseNations call 242-3900
A Trtinle Merctm!ll« Company RPs1aur~rif

This vehic ~e f21ff~1'l'iPidles ~nore sn1iies per
gallon than anything on the trail ..
available exclusively at Backwoods.

6307
Menaul NE
881-5223.
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(prig·inal Music ''l,orrid and Arid'
ll$;v .~mly

Wdlc~;

Lobo ArttJ Writt•r

lhmil'! Ingroff and William
Chant"l''' eom~Prt of original
mw;it.•, "Torrid Zones ... Arid
i<:l:JHUlHI'H," pmsentlld at the
1\iMil Tlu~atlll' last Saturday
night, livl'd up t,o its title.
Ml!fi il'ally, th1m! wnre some torrid
Z<liWH, but. many arid expanHes.
Im~off providEd mu!it of the
"torrid zones" of tho concert. It
wa~ quitl• extraordinary to watch
him bring out and play his
n•pertoirl' of instruments:
guitflr, mandolin, flute. har·
ruonil'afJ, Huxophone, recorders,
duldnwr, zithl'r, harp and
i·~~nn~rtina.

hlgmffrJ duet with himself,
·"4 ':mnting Hlackbirdn as They

PasR," played simultaneously on
two recorders, was excellent. He
was ui.Ho particularly expressive
on the harmonica. In "Field
Lied," an energetic "on the road"
piece, he alternated playing two
different
harmonicas,
accompanied by percussionist Rick
,Jimenez, who got to show his real
proficiency on the bongos in this
piece only.
Guitarist
William Chance's
compositions might be called
"music to meditate by." His
pieces are fine to listen to in a
quiet room sipping wine or
getting high, but. on stage they
fall flat. His Latin rhythm scat
singing
was
e:x:tremely
repetitious, and all his com·
positions began to blend into one.

a big step in moving from the
informal coffee house, small
performance space to a large
theater, the KiMo. They need to
arrange their music for this
space: program strong, energetic
pieces at the beginning of their
performance and limit the
number of pieces they present so
the audience is left wanting more,
not drained or tired.

Chance and Ingroff also need
to establish a direct rapport wih
their audience between numbers
through talking and eye contact.
Even costumes would add stage
presence to these rather low key
performers. We don't expect
Mick Jagger, but a little "show
biz pizazz" would certainly
enliven
these
hard-working
Ingroff and Chance have taken musicians.

Chamlsa Bookshop
-wAihuquerquc's Discount Bookstore"
3611 Simms S.E.
•
266-1228
)JL11 oJfGarlideS,£. 10 lJiacbwull•ofCrntral

Your befit bet for new and used books.
"new !J:'IipnM!nt of 11ale boob"

Mahler '8 8th is Success for NMSO

By Charles Andrews
Lobo Music Editor
"Repeat When Necessary"
Dave Edmunds [Swan SongSS
8507]. The music on this and the
Flairck album couldn't be more
different, but they have this in
· common: both are absolute gems.,
issued last year to negligible
public response probably
because 99 percent of the public
never got to hear them.
Edmunds is an English rocker
of sterling critical credentials.
His group Rockpile was
respected if not huge in Britain,
but unknown over here. He
worked with some of the best who
became stars - Elvis Costello,
Graham Parker, Nick Lowe but fame and hits somehow
eluded him.
Lowe plays bass on this album,
and Costello and Parker wrote
the opening two cuts, which are
definitive rockers, far better than
their authors' versions, and begin
a great side of a great album in a
manner hard to follow.
But "Repeat" never slips
much, really has no weak cuts. It
is probably the least known
classic rock album in existence.
"Crawling From the Wreckage"
is so good I repeat it four or five
times before I get to the .rest, and
alone is worth the price and a
permanent niche for Edmunds.
"Variations on a Lady" Flairck [PolydorPD·l-6243]. This
group and album nearly defy
categorization and description,
but gain instant fans across a
wide spectrum of tastes. The
Dutch quartet play original
compositions
with
classical
instruments and orientation, but
with a modern flow somewhere
between jazz and John Fahey.
KUNM named this album one of
the best 20 of last year. Their new
release is due out soon.

By Deborah Eikleberry
Lobo Arts Writer
The question last Saturday night - will the New
Mexico Symphony Orchestra actually pull it off lingered only a few seconds after Y oshimi Takeda
raised his baton to introduce Gustave Mahler's
Eighth Symphony, the Symphony of a Thousand,
After his final gesture, the audience jumped to its
feet to applaud what may well have been one of
Takeda's greater moments.
Takeda sustained an exciting pace in the first
movement based .on the text of the plainsong hymn
"V eni creator spiritus." The singers and musicians
combined, achieving the big sound Mahler had in
mind when he wrote the symphony.
The second movement, based on Goethe's
"Faust," is practically a complete secular oratorio.
The orchestra itself glowed more in the second
movement than in the first.
During the first movement, the trombones
sounded as though they really needed more time to
warm up. By the middle of the second movement
they were much better.
In the introductory orchestral section of the
second movement, the members of the flute section
accomplished their goal. They needed to sound as
one instrument, and they did. The discordant

harmoniee with the oboes and clarinets were solid,
The UNM Chorus, and guest choral singers,
unfortunately, were the weakest element.
Although they also achieved a big sound, the
chorus was top heavy. A chorus of 76 women and
46 men is a .rather disappointing show. Even when
the men were singing alone, they were barely
audible. The Albuquerque Boys Choir, too, was
smaller than it should have been.
The seven soloists were all good and accomplished, but only one was outstanding. When
tenor Jon Frederic West sang, he filled Popejoy
with a voice this reviewer has not heard in New
Mexico for some time. His clear, dch voice holds
that infinite musical quality that highlights any
performance.
Mahler included unusual instruments in many of
his symphonies. The celeste in his Eighth sounds
like a glockenspiel. Both the celeste and the organ
were played by John Clark, director of the UNM
chorus.
The undertaking was a challenging one for
Takeda, and he accomplished an impressive show.
There were some disappointments, but
nonetheless, the performance was highly successful.

Theatre Department to Bring Albee
Playwright Edward Albee will or 277-4332. Anyone wishing to
be speaking at UNM this audition prior to these dates
summer in conjunction with a should call and arrange a time.
festival of Noel Coward plays.
The three plays, to be performed June 27 through July 20,
are "Blithe Spirit," "Private
Lives" and "Hay Fever."
, In an introduction to an an·
thology of Coward, Albee wrote:
"Mr. Coward writes dialogue as
well as any man going; it is
seemingly effortless, surprising
in the most wonderfully sur·
prising places and 'True'- very,
very true."
Open cast auditions will be
held Friday (7-10 p.m.) and
Saturday (2·6 p.m.), May 9-10,
in the Experimental Theatre in
the Fine Arts Center. To
schedule an audition time and for
further information call 277-3501

All three plays are on reserve at
the Fine Arts Library in the Fine
Arts Center.

YOUDON•t
NEED GLASSES
to enjO)' a Tecate Trio Bravo.
just take an ic;y red can of Tecate Beer
imported from Mexico
and top it with lemon and salt.
Out of sight!
WISdom Import Sales Co .
Inc lrvme. Caltforma 92714.

SUMMER RESEARCH
The Minority Biomedical Support J>rogram is selecting minority/disadvantagt>d students interested in
13iomedical research or other science related can•ers
for research training in faculty research labs this
summer and/or fall.
For further information and to apply, contact Dt·,
Dan Trevino, Dr. A. C. Atencio or Helen at 277-2728
or room 184 Basic Medical Science BldA., UNM
School of Medicine.

PYRAMID YOUR BOOKS

\
Best Boy

·or·

7:30
9:30

:J..
~

~:

. DoYouNeed
Cash?
Earn *20.00 a week

Donate Twice Weekly

Blood
Plasma
Donor Center
Sam-2:30pm
Tuesday - Saturday
Doctor in
residence

842-6991
Albuquerque
1307 Central NE

----.....:_.....~~~-=~

Dial
•
b
asummerJO:
256-9801 I 256-3526
Work as a Manpower Temporary. Skilled clerical or
secretarial. Unskilled in.
dustrial or labor, Flexi.ble
schedules. Good pay. Car and
phone nrc necessary.

O~J=R·

SELL 'EM FOR CASH!
Even if you didn't buy them from us
.. you can sell them ALL back
at

STUDENT BOOK STORE
2122 Central Ave, SE
9am-5:30pm Mon·Fri; 1Oam·Spm Sat.
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Views on Health Care Given

Sale
Sensations!
Jesflg g Slsc&

110.99
This Week Only

Open 10-6 Mon.-Sat.
Acrossfrom UNM

·---------------------------,
I

i

I

Pizza City

By Nancy Baggett
Lobo Staff Writer
A group of 50 persons gained
insights into the inherent
dangers associated with health
care at a lecture by UNM
Psychologist Dr. Samuel Roll in
the Kiva on Monday night.
Roll expressed his point of
view on medicine to the UNM
Pre-Medical Professions Club,
sponsorer, and the general
public.
Persons entering the helping
professions face the expectation
of being appreciated for thier aid,
Roll said. Some individuals will
be appreciative, he said, but the
majority will certainly depress
the healer to some degree. Being
prepared for the disappointment
is half the battle.
Roll said constant dangers are
inherent in the relationship
between the helper and patient.

The physician will be exposed to
a person's most private self, his
physical nakedness as well as
spiritual nakedness. Physicians
view individuals when they have
the least amount of dignity,
laying naked on an examination
table or facing death. Roll said
the healer needs to learn to deal
with this aspect of the health
professions.
American culture builds
aristocratic credent.ials into the
position of doctor, Roll said.
Healers tell us what to do with
our bodies and can take ad·
vantage of the position of
authority. Roll said it is im·
portant to communicate to the
patient that they are still in
charge of their lives.
Individuals look up to their
doctor and expect the physician
to know everything. Roll said, "It
is tempting to appear as someone

i Roebuck Says Adios

I
Weeklong
I
II
SUPER SPECIAL
II
I
buy 2 slices pepperoni pizza 1
I with lg. soft drink $1.98... I
reg. $2.50
II
II
I
May 5-9
I
I
I
II whole
also:
I
wheat pizza J 2 7 HARVARD SE 1
I& ITALIAN ICE 1/2 blockS of Central I
with coupon

l~~--------~----!!~~l~~---J

Continued From page 1
credibility."
Commenting on her role as
senate president, she said, "It's
really a wierd job. Most of the
work is in representing faculty
interests to other bodies, such as
the Board of Regents and the
Deans Committee. I act as the
faculty's mouthpiece. But my
constituency sees me only as a
presiding officer, when I must
remain mute."
Asked what matter seems to
rivet the attention of the senate
most - matters of academic
freedom, university policy, or
bread-and-butter issues, she
replied," Academic freedom and

tenure are not our turf, and they
shouldn't be. The question of
academic freedom needs to be
totally divorced from politics.
We sometimes wander into the
areas such as the matter of
confidentiality of records. But
we're careful not to tread on the
tail of the Academic Freedom and
Tenure Committee, which is
completely independent from the
senate."
On the other issues, she said
"it depends on what precise thing
comes up at a precise time. In
general, they're about equal in
interest. ••
To be continued ...

who knows everything," as well
as being expected to know
everything doctors are deemed
saintly, "Doctor then are tern·
pted to act saintly", Roll con·
tinued. People have unrealistic
expectations of doctors and by
being aware of the presumptions
of patients doctors can better
avoid trouble.
"People entering the health
profession should be aware of
peronsality types or healer types
that
will
effect
health
professionals to some degree,"
Roll said. He cited examples of
socially withdrawn personalities
that because of the intensity of
relationships choose to associate
only with other doctors,
dependent personalities who need
a great deal of postive response
from others and give patients
what they want rather than what
they need because the physician
does not want to be disliked.
Rigidly intellectual per·
sonalities use the scientific
approach exclusively severing
any relationship with their
patients. Roll said this is very
dangerous because what the
patient needs is a relationship
with their doctor. He also cited
the sadisitic as well as
masochistic personalities. "It is
important to find out how much
cruelty towards others you carry
with you," he said. Every health
professional to some degree is
masochistic, Roll said. "You
would have to be to enter the
profession."
Roll's lecture was informative
not only to the health profession
as a whole but to those in·
dividuals who seek medical
attention.

s·ports
TOM FROST

Lobos Sweep Miners
By Robert Sanchez
Lobo Sports Writer
Baseball is often called the
spectator sport. How true that
proved to be last weekend as the
UNM Lobos took on the UTEP
Miners in two doubleheader
WAC games. Spectators relaxed
in the lavish sun, doffing their
light clothes to the heat. But the
fans weren't too relaxed to cheer
the Wolfpack to a four game
sweep over the Miners.
The first game was 8-0, with
the Lobos outhitting the Miners
11 hits to four.
The second game was 8·4,
again the Lobos outhitting the
Miners 10 hits to nine. In the
third inning, Lobo third baseman
Mark Biren, pulled a hamstring
on a groundball to short. Fresh·
man Mike Rizzo was called in to
replace him.
The third game started off
slowly. Neither team showed any
action until after two and a half
innings of play, when the Lobos
scored three runs. The runs were
quickly avenged when the Miners
came up to bat bringing in three
rons to tie the score. In the
bottom of the fourth, the Lobos
rallied, rolling in seven runs past
the Miners. The score was 14·5
with 11 Lobo hits to the Miners
five.
In the last game, the Miners
got a strong foothold bringing in
four runs in the first inning of
play and scored three more runs
in the third, but they couldn't
stop another Lobo rally that
brought in eight runs for the
on seven UTEP errors.

Internationally
known
mountaineer,
presents a slide/film presentation on
Himalayan mountaineering and rock climbing in Yosemite Valley.

., '. """':•:;<>~•• . •
J!i!I!Pl)llll,

sponsored by
May 8, 1980, 7:30p.m.
Simms Fine Art Auditorium
Albuquerque Academy

iY1

~\~

6400 Wyoming NE
and the Bear Canyon Project
of
dcm
Tom Francis

Lobo Keith Hagman, who
leads the nation with the highest
batting average {.559) and in
triples {17), managed 7 hits out of
the four games drawing closer to
the NCAA record of 126 hits in
one season set by Hubie Brooks
of ASU in 1978. Hagman has.119
so far.
Lobo Tom Francis led the team
with 11 hits and 9 REI's,
playing an excellent fielding
game at the shortstop position.
Throughout this week the
Lobos will be playing for the
WAC championship against
Hawaii in six games, four of
which will be WAC competition.
The Lobos currently are 40·19
and 15·5 in the WAC. The
Rainbows are 47-15 and 16-4 in
WAC play. The Lobos need to
win three of the four WAC games
to clinch the title.

~

~~~

2421 Son Pedro NE
Just west of Coronado Center

884-5113

FITIING YOUR MOTORCYCLE------...
OFFERING THE BEST
OUT FOR RIDING WEATHER?
WE STOCK A COMPLETE SELECTION:
fairings
racks
chain
gaskets
batteries
helmets
pistons
cables
points

IN QUALITY
BRAND NAMES

safety bars
handlebars
oil coolers
eKhaust systems
saddlebags
shop manuals
air filters
bral<e shoes
lubrlcarrts

seats
tires
shocks
seals
mirrors
sprockets
rings
gloves
plugs

with free installation
on many items
Your
Headquarters
for
·auALITY PRE-OWNED
MOTORCYCLES
*PARTS AND ACCESSORIES
*COMPLETE TUNING AND
OVERHAUL FACILITIES

CAa({engeP
..ntePpPiSe$
8206 LOMAS NE
265-8355

..

OH NO{ He'S EATING AT
Hl5 FOLKS' PLACE TONIGHT!

BLOW THE WHISTLE
FOR HELP!

WHYOOE5 HIS
/VIOTHER. WAITTILL
l-IE'S COMING TO
DINNER TO TR.Y
ALL THESE WEIRD
''101 WAYS WITH
/..JV£R 11RECIPE5P

WHISTLE STOP.
WHISTLE STOP: is a community safety

program to fight crime and assault on campus.
HOW WHISTLE STOP WORKS:

1. Residents blow their whistles to signal trouble.
When others hear the signal they know that a
neighbor is in distress,
2, They call the police (2241).
3. Then blow their whistles to attract attention.
You Can Buy A Whistle At:
-THE GENERAL STORE
- S.U.B. CANDY STORE
- U.N.M. BOOK STORE
- WOMEN'S CENTER
(Committee Against Rape meetings every Wed. at 3 p.m. in
the Women's Center.)
CONTACTUNS SPECIAL
15 OOAiergan Ktt 4.69
Call lor low pnce~ on hard.
~oft

or

~m1--sott len~os

Casey Optical Co.
{3 doon Wi'ISt of Y6ur Drug)

4306lomos atWashlngton
265·8846

Ccn.rered
Wlragc:n..

FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT:
COMMITTEE AGAINST RAPE

277·5602

277·3716

REMEMBER: RESPONSIVE NEIGHBORS
MAKE SAFE COMMUNITIES.
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The drive is worth the savings...
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Singer Resigns Duties

COPIES

3C

Manuscripts, Theses,
Term Papers. Research
Papers. Any Copying
Jobs.
We also offer printing.

EUBANK COPY CENTER
1929 Eubank NE
299-3334

Hours: Mon-S at 8:30-5:30

SAME DAY OR OVERNIGHT SERVICE
!111"'1 II

111JUIII IU'Qil'[

Dl!Ul

llllllllll I 11'1111!21

Lobo Golfers
Play for Title

il liD

FOREIGN AUTO SERVICE
EXPERT SERVICE ON MOST FORElGN MAKES

Associate Athletic Director Ike
Singer resigned on Friday after
24 years at UNM.
Singer carne to UNM in 1956 to
be the Associate Director of Fund
Development. Later he was the
Athletic
Coordinator
under
Director of Athletics Pete
McDavid. In 1974 Singer was
named the Associate Athletic
Director under Director of
Athletics Lavon McDonald.
While working as the
Associate Athletic Director one
of Singers' duties was main·
taining the athletes' transcripts.
Singer resigned to join a local
business, Lath & Plaster Co., a
firm that sells building supplies.

Ike Singer

The Lobo's men's golf team
competed in the Sun Devil
Classic, last weekend finishing in
15th place.
Curt Byrwn was the top Lobo
finisher in the tournament at 217
which tied him for 14th place.
UNM finished 52 strokes
behing WAC champion BYU,
also ranked second in the nation.
The Lobos travel to San Diego
this weekend to compete for the
Western Athletic Conference
title. In order to qualify for the
NCAA finals May 28·31 in
Columbus, Ohio, UNM must win
in San Diego.

New Assistant Coach for Lobo Basketball
St. Cyr

• MERCEDES

, 1--.--- • PORSCHE

• MG

~

•VW

•DATSUN

Coal

--·--+------Central
UNM campus

VISA

''"

0~.-

••

•TOYOTA

• VOLVO
• SAAB
•BMW

2133 ST. CYR S.E.
247·0547
-~_,_

MC

Head basketball Coach Gary
Colson has named Bob Lamphier
as the new assistant coach.
As the newest coach on the
staff, Lamphier will be involved
in the recruiting and scouting
aspects for tho UNM team.
Lamphier served for four years
as the assistant basketball coach
at West Georgia College under
Roger Kaiser, a former All·
American from Georgia Tech,
who has won over 200 games in
10 years.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _: . _ __ _ _ _ _ ~

Lamphier was named to the
Lamphier played college
basketball at Valdosta State UNM basketball staff on
Monday and will join other
under Colson.
At West Georgia, Lamphier assistant Coach Bob Thate.
was the chief recruiter for the
Coach Thate is working on
team that finished last season signing recruits, and is likely to
with a record of 24-6, good sign 6-foot-7 Norm Adams and 6·
enough for third place in the 3 Wille Hicks from Los Angeles
Southern regionals.
this week.
Lamphier, 33, holds the
Valdosta State season and career
Two other possibilites are 6-5
charity toss mark at 87 percent. Mike Gueem and Carvin Blocker
He averaged 13.5 points as a from
Monroe Community
guard under Colson.
College.
""
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I
1. ARE YOU TALENTED
2. DO YOU LIKE PEOPLE
3. WOULD YOU LIKE TO
REPRESENT UNM
Note: THIS IS NOT A BEAUTY CONTEST.
PAGEANT WILL BE HELD MAY 24TH.
FOR INFORMATION CONTACT 277-4041.

The ideal time
to find work at Western:

>'
,._.·' ...•
k ,,:c;:-...

PRECISION 1\f A DISCOUNT.
(For students only.)

Come by for a special student discount card. It's good fora whole year,
and entitles you to 10% off any Command Performance service. Including our precision haircut.
Precision haircutting is our technique for cutting the hair in harmony
with the way it grows. So as it grows it
doesn't lose its shape. Your haircut
will look as good after five days as it

does after five minutes.
A precision haircut with shampoo
and blow-dry costs just $14.00 for
guys or gals, less 10% of course. We
also offer permanent waves, coloring, frosting and con?itioning. ~o
appointment needed, JUSt come m.
Take advantage of our offer, it's
precisely what you need.

Co01utand Perfor01anees
Sierra Vista Shopping Center
Montgomery and Eubank
298-9521

Mon-Fri 9-9
Sat. 9-6

Arrowhead Square
San Mateo and Zuni
266-2949

JANUARY
FEBRUARY
MARCH
APRIL
MAY
JUNE
JULY
AUGUST
SEPTEMBER
OCTOBER
NOVEMBER
DECEMBER

Regional Next Stop
For Women's Softball
By Ernest Montoya
Lobo Sports Writer
The UNM women's softball
team will be trying to prolong
their season this weekend as they
head to Laramie, Wyoming to
compete in the Intermountain
Conference Regionals.
The Lobos regular season carne
to an end earlier than they ex·
pected as their final two games of
the season against NMSU were
cancelled due to diciplinary
problems on the NMSU team.
The Lobos opponent for the
first round at regionals has not
yet been decided as Wyoming,
Idaho State, and Weber State
will engage in a playoff to
determine the final two spots for
regional a.
Coach Susan Craig is not really
concerned as to who will be the
opening foe. Craig said, "In a
tournament like this every team
will probably play each other
sooner or later."
Craig was refering to the fact
that the tournament is double·
elimination.
UNM ended the regular season
with a record of20-19. The Lobos
were 7-7 in conference.
The Lobos were 9-3 in the early
stages of the season and were
rated among the top ten teams in
the nation, when things suddenly
went bad.
Injuries plagued the Lobos all
season, as did a hitting slump by
the entire team. The Lobos were
held scoreless in 11 games this
season. They were also held to
less than six hits a game.
The Lobo pitching and defense
was a different story. They held
their opponents to less than one
earned run a ball game, and
managed to end up one game
above.500.
The Lobos will be trying to
regain their hitting touch this
weekend and will have a little
help from Paula Congleton.
Congleton has been out with an
inj1Jry. f~£_t~e past few weeks.

Tennis Team Ends Season
'l'he spring season for the
UNM women's tennis team
ended last weekend at the
Regional Finals in Provo, Utah.
The team overall did not do
well, as most of the girls lost in
the second round of the tour·
narnent.
The doubles team of Ann
, Layman and Laura Chavez made
it to the semi-finals where they
· lost to Interrnountian Conferen""

"Paula should be a big help to
us, her hitting seems bkay, but
her throwing still isn't that
strong," said Craig.
Craig is still unsure if pitcher
Gilli Goff will be making the trip.
Craig thinks the Lobos are
ready for regionals and that no
one team has been all that
dominant,
"I don't think any one team
has been dominant in the con·
ference this year, no one has gone
undefeated and I .think all the
teams are even," said Craig.
Craig is also confident that
more than one team will be
selected for nationals. She feels
the same way about nationals as
she does about regionals.
"I don't think any team has
been dominant in the nation this
year either, the teams in the top
ten have been up and down all
year," said Craig.
The Lobos are out to prove
that theory as they begin their
quest to a longer season than the
schedule calls for.
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A grass skiing demonstration
will be presented Thursday at
noon at Roosevelt .Park.
The demonstration is sponsered by the retreat center at Val
Verde by Angel Fire, and is open
to the public free of charge.
Other programs that Val Verde
offers are backpacking, day hikes
and basic wilderness survival.

Sunday, May 18th at SPM

Canada's Premier Jazz Flutist
at the

KiMo Theater
5th & Central
766-7816
Tickels S9 at Trcklemosters
also: ,,, :WM ihe Oatrld /\mutin1 Qulnlel :n ,oful'll
L ~<'1'· $r1 $4qud~·t1IS & ~NOir>l~ lll flrkrlm3>h"t~
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877-04351010 C Bridge Blvd. SW
student discounted price

Bring your favorite cassette and u&~ our headphones

They can be worth

FREE GIFTS FOR YOU
MICHEWB

~~

CASH for
WOMEN'S USED
CLOTHING

Campus Pharmacy, and Golden Flied Chicken
You've seen announcements
!Lomas Blvd.! between 12 noon and 5 p.m. You'll be
about the ttCans for College
able to exchange the cans for your choice of fun and
valuable gifts from ~shirts to beach towels.
Education" Program .•• and
Now it's here! Anheuser-Busch is introducing ucans for College" Vans If you can't
a new 10 ounce can. To introduce you to this new

Here's all you have to do •..
Free Gifts for You Save new 10 ounce
Budwei!>Br,'Natural Light, Michelob' and Michelob
Lightcans. Then, each Monday, Wednesday or Friday
beginning April25 bring them to one ofthe Redemp·
tion Centers located at Frontier Restaurant, Lobo

GUIDE"

RAG SHOP
~0.2

1200.YaleSE
255-6251

or

RAG SHOP NO.1
2123 San Mateo N6

Here's how many cans you need
for each gift:
Beach Towel
'f.Shirt
Visor
Giant Labels

24 Poster
18 BudMan
12 .Frisbee

Th'1s certt
. 'ficate wort
. h 3 cans
'WORTH I
aCANS '
toward your gift selection
in the Anheuser~Busch "Can for College
Education" program (only 1 certificate

3 CANS 1

"SELLERS

ask for
your copy at

make it to the Redemption Centers, special "Cans for
College Education" Vans will be stopping at fraternities, sororities and other campus locations Mondays,
Wednesdays and Fridays starting April 25 from
11:30-4:30 p.m.

6
6
6

We've given you a head start with this certificate
worth
cans ag-ain:st yout· first gift selection.
____________ ... __ ... __ ... ___ .... __ ,... __________________ ...... _three
... ______ ._ ______________________'

WORTH!

1'----,
I WORTH
! 3CANS
I
t

qp

Prophy (cleaning) $15.00*

Save those new 10 oz. cans

package, we've set up a special program of activities
that will let you get FREE gifts and your school earn
up to thousands of dollars in needed scholarship
funds. Every 10 oz. can turned in will be recycled, and
the money earned will be donated to the UNM
General Scholarship Fund.

~®e

c£teo£n ..C. cfla.t(ld~ !D.~.d.

with

the Amram Ouintet
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Kee·p Your Smile
Dentistry

New Skiing Style

com plele Information
in our

Western has many types of good·paying
temporary clerical, marketing and light industrial
assignments available.

powerhouse HYU, thus finishing
fourth.
UNM Coach Therese Sullivan
said that the girls played welL
"Nobody
qualified
for
nationals, and the girls and I are
disappointed about that,"
Sullivan said.
Next year the UNM team will
look a little different as Coach
Larry Lindsey will not be
returning as coach.
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Final Day- Friday, May 9
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PERSONALS

WAN I TO BllY ~B-62 VW Scdnn for part$. (trunk
lid, ldt fwnt render, and engine lid especially). 8777~fll ur H4;! I ~6~.
tfn
(()NIACTS??? I'OLISHINO & SOLUTIONS.
tfn
t '<~'-"Y <lptical <·ompany 265-8846.
i'>RH;NANCY T{;STJNG & COUNSELING. Phone
247-9819.
tfn

RH Y< 'Jl; IT.
tfn
PASSPORT ANI> !NDENTIFJCATION photos. 3
for $4.2~!! l<~we>t prices in town! Fast pleasing, near
llNM. Call 265-2444 nr ~ome to 1717 (lirnrd Blvd.
SL
tfn
SKAH·RS~ SKAIE l'IlY ha11t nil Morningside Qt
<rntral, 2'i5 4116, 2-6 p.m.
5/12
Sfi/\K"i"H·IffMS HlR 'ale. ('all Kip, 242·7312
5112

at1rr~p.m

i 7;'Jl1 fltTf''l SUIJAMFR!c"::\, cono1m Ia Ameri•·a
I at ina por cxpcriem•a pmpia. Pwgroma de UNM.
lnlurm,,_.nn.ll' Ortega.
S/12
rov,\}ui i+RRI rs I<IR ;ai;.-8 wks Did. sso. 883·
llo74
5101
vliT!:''iTITR-vcitni I·XTRA time to an active
, <l!!IJ',U!(U' lhll lli~hard•.un fnr U.S. Congre~s. 262.·
2t1 11L
5112

lt;;l;N<iils: t:.\ITw-illrNEY, 821·0.~76.

5112

W'o\{i,Nii..1!'!'l! (AN you uM~ramblc: Elbbarcs7
'>rc~ol[l1 We ,,.,re mmc and have fun oJoing it. Meet
un• IeM< (ami word\) 261i 670:\, 292-IOSO.
5112
;"[oir-YOiln'm:,\R 1w~r the wmmer, at the
'itnm~u f>Ja,c, 42(](1 llop,an Nl. 881·4141. Special
•.tmlt•:~! rate, W mo.
5d2
~J);\)\;t INti:. UN!\1 mall, 7:30.11:00
I·nll.t~<··
5112
;;KiTJI\1~: l!iiST1Ti~1l' ;_,,ur<c 'i,Jturday. Make
v"'ll k\d~>rnrt'mndav. 21!1-124~.
~··12
\[)IJitr~•,-·.v.oh .,ffiJ-Vcn;ci;Jpc~ at home. Any
.u<.l 5~1KI pt•r mumh pw.c,ible. Offer, ~end Sl
Heiundah!~J tn l'uplc "S," 869-F.'J Juniper, Pinon
r
Y01
\<o11• \:<in:! VOTE!!! Primar~ election is June
lr;l. Vutc 1'. T1mothy Eich~nberg for Bernalillo
r. nun• v r ommi•~ion.
5112
iir"iiNI~S MAJORS HAVI! you 'nn1idcred owning
~nm
hu•.inr;~2 Our firm is expanding in the
/llht. area und t>C are looking for n number or
,1mhit:••U'• an<l mlttivated people who would like to
d!•vd.•r a career m m~rketiog and sales managemc111.
!he u"c•tr.t~ut ,,, mmimal and 1hC p~y f.cale and
l•cncht' ,uc •.ulqantml. lntercsl•'<l parties contact
l·utt l>.m:lcr. 2HI ~~ !~ ft1r appointment.
S/12
t-iiii\1lNCi ,\ laiotrP Hl (Ji,~u~s philosophy and
•.elf !lcwturmrnt If intc!c~te<l, cal1296-8188.
5112
$10 01:1~· 'itl\7 RI·,'\tJ r•&lli~·S10 dilcount on <1\tr
'l'rtng perm ·.pr,ial at Image I Hair De'>ign. Offer
•uduJcs h.mct!t, '•!lie ami 'Jl~uul <Ondilloning. Or
-,,u "'u J;n ~1 ••If •'ll JU'·t .:1 llair•ut m ~tylc, again
"lth 'l'«i.ll cul!dllt<>ning. All "urk i> guantnte<:d to
)t•ur ._,l!l;f;t.tu•n. hn01ls arc upproa•lting, make sure
Jl kmt wur lu1r lla~~es the tc•.t. Spc,ialavailnhle on
rtll , emil• ,:w• -pNfcct for Mother's Day. Image I is
ltkJtcd .u ~hll>l'enn>\1\ama NE. 112 block nurth of
!l.lrmul 1 ·all2\JR 9233 and a~k for Karen. Offer good
through5 17\ltlh tins ad.
S/12
RAH TRIPS, cheap. Evenings, 884~H~~5/12
i'iL\i:AJRHEA [): UOOD luck witb finals and your

"p:m.

!tirh_

u.u-.. "•mn

''"II

1\C:'-un.,c;

new job. Don't forget the 191h! Love, Me.
~' '"
CYI>&LET'S REALLY kick uss in mixed double~.
5107
REJUVFNATJON Cl.ASSES-LOOK younger, feel
hctter,livc longer. Karla 345-6930 arter3 p.m. S/12
WHY NOT STUDY next year in France?
Representative fr<Jm Univer~ity at Caen will be here
May 11-May 16. T·or information, call Peri at 2558041.
Sll~
REPORTER WISHI:S TO speak to fprmer Harl
Kristmasclli~itor. $20 remuneration.243-4376. 5/12
f>RISONER PINON. YOU'VE made me so happy, I
love you. Pinon.
5/07
M~WU:NES, HIGHT TIMES over, love you always,
sl'rankw.
S/07
ACCURATE INFORMATION ABOUT contrac:eption, lterilization, abortion. Right to Choose.
294-0171.
tfn

2.

LOST & FOUND

$100 RIWARD FOR RETURN of WD!f·gray
m"larnutc lost in 300 block of Princeton. Contact
Kevin, Zl~ ft93S or Debbie, 2684764.
S/12
FOUND: llNM ID belonging to James Diaz, cl~im in
Humamue> 41 >.
5101
JOHN SPI·N( 1·, YOUR wnllet is In Humanitles4l5.
5107
F()LIND: <iRtEN WARM-UP jacket in Kiva.
Identify ami daun, Marron Hall lOS.
5107
LOST: PRf,S<RIPTION SUNGLASSES. Johnson
Gym, call Jean. ;!99-5204.
5!01
l'<lUNll: KEYS ON pation of north side of SUB,
~12. ldemif~ and .:lnlm, Marron Hall lOS.
S/07
!·<>liND· JRf\VHER'S CHECKS, Pamela E.
llcrtoY ncar Mit.;hcll Hall. Claim Marron Hall13l.
S/12
foUNI): Sll.Vl'R MAN'S '>'atdt with leather band.
Call Glenn, 265·9~71.
5/12

3.

SERVICES

KINKO'S TYPING S&RVJCE (IBM Selectric) and
now 3 minute: Pas1port Photos. No appointment.
268·8515. We do keys.
tfn
OUITAR LESSONS: ALL styles. Marc's Guitm
tf
Stud1o. 265·331~.
TIM'S TIU JNO: ROTOTILLING and yard
mamtenance. 268-6510.
Sfl2
INSTANT MOTORCYCLE SERVICE. Called the
-lhop• lately? They'll squeeze you irt next month.
Maybe! We'll do it todny! Now. All ser•iice
guarante-ed. Summaritc your bike today. l\18·1681.
tfn
l YPINO,l'AST An llRATF. Reliable. 292.·4~60
5112
LINDA; 21iS·8lSH ACCURATE TYPINC.i.
5rl2.
CI.ASSlCAL GUITARIST, WILL play for special
'"''a~sion• At•;l' priYatc inltruction. 242-8930, 277391R.
5/12
LASf MINU rE TUt'ORlNU or u~sistance in Math
100, 120, 121 <~r 150. Oct ~our ncttogether for finals.
298-7850.
5107
EXPFRT TYl'ING AND editing. 268·8716, 10·5:30,
Mon-Sat.
S/12
THE llNM JAW School Clinical Law Program
offers legal ser'I~Cs for students and staff, furnished
by qualified I~" students under faculty suj>crYislon.
AvailabilitY j<, lilllited to those whose assets an.!!__ir_1:

HOUSING

THE CITA()[·l SUPERB loCI!tlon near UNM &
downtown. Bu' 'crvice every 30 minutes. 1 bedroom
or efficiency, $1\IS-$260. All utilities paid, Deluxe
kitchen with dhhwa,hcr & di>posal, recreation room,
swimming pool, TV room & laundry. Adult complex,
no pet~. 1520 U nivcrsity NE. 243·2494.
tfn
ROOMS lN LARGE house. $100-$125. No pets,
~mokers. 268·1654.
5109
ENORMOUS TWO
BEDROOM townhouse,
Fireplace, nine-foot closets. Excellent furnishings.
ln~ulated for quietness. $320, utilities paid. Furnished
one bedroom· house with study. Harewood noors.
$187.50 plus utilities. Both in UNM area and im·
macul11tc. No pets, children. 842.0925.
5/12
MARRIED VET STUDENTS want to house-sit
June, July, August. Will provide excellent care of
home, plants, animals. 281-3342, days. 281-3078,
e~enings.

5112

ROOMMATE: FEMALE PREFERRED, 2 bedroom
house, garden space, w/d, 10 min. UNM, bus near,
cable TV. $175, split utilites. Mard, 266-9025. 5/12
ROOM AND BOARD in exchange for babysitting,
Strange schedule, lots of free time. Must have car.
883-5179 evenings, 293-1353 days.
5/1;1.
ROOMMATE: FINE 4 BDRM. house near UNM.
5/07
$81.50. 268·8258.
QUIET, HARDWOOD FLOORS, 2 _ bedr?om,
fireplace. Sublet June, July$175. 344-7375, evenmgs.

5112
TWO BEDROOM, DINING. hardwood, fireplace,
beautiful yards, Hermosa Street. $49,500, 268·1236,
247-8647.
5112
COACHHOUSE WITH SUNDECK, fenced, one
bedroom, S200. Also apt&. 247-8647.
5112
LlNM AREA TWO apartments for rent. !·bedroom,
$185, basement apt.: $115. No pets. Call 293·1070
aflcr 5 p.m.
5/12
HOUSE FOR RENT (May 20th-Aug. 20th), I bdr,
pet. OK, milefrom campus. SISO. 268-1126.
5112
SHARE LARGE COMFORTABLE house near
UNM. $150/mo. includes utilites, phone, washer,
dryer, own bath. Prefer graduate student, faculty.
Frank, 243-4242, 293·0817.
$/12
fOR RENT: NICE one bedroom apt~ for quiet
people. Ncar Coronado Center. Furnished or un!urni•hed. 883-4616.
5101
HOUSEMATE:
MATURE NON-SMOKER
preferred. Bright, ~pacious 3bdr. home, 15 min.
llNM. bus ncar, SilO plus, 292·1080.
5112
SUMMER SUBl.tT: FtJRNISHED efficiency, llNM
thr;,e block~. be~t offer. Call at meal times. 266·8046.
5/12
SUMMFR RI'NTAL r•URNISHED l·bdr. house.
$150 include-; uti!Jtic~. 2 blocks from t:NM. 268-8138.
S/12
I'i'MAI.Ii ROOMMATE FOR beautiful house,
nmales, non-smoker, quiet lifestyle,$162. 898-1730.
5112
ROOMS FOR RENT near UNM, non·~mokcrs. 268·
7903, e\·enings.
Sf! 2
Nf'c() !'EMALF TO share two bedroom duplex with
nc\' hardwood floors near base, ncar bus stop,
latllldry, gro~ery. $112.50 plus$7S. 266·2244.
S/12
RFII\XINCi ('OUNTRY LtVING in South Valley, 3
bdrm'-, ret~. ~ublet June-Sept. $22S includes utilities.
H7l I ·~7 anytime. Keep trying.
S/12
SPO 11 ESS TWO BEDROOM, single garage,
ftll!lt--hcJ ·'unfurnished, walking distance UNM.
Ol·,n~bl~ neighborhood, 405 Dartmouth SE. $380
plu .milillc>. Water p:lid. c:a11898-~910
5/12
C'AMI'l'S COMPACT APARTMENTS, 2" Yale
Bh.J. Sl·. at Lead. Studio apartments near stores, and
l' NM, $1 "15 per mumII, free utilirie~. $125 deposit, 6
month lca•-e. No children, pets, or roommate. See
manager at l\pt. 2 or caU 242·8219, 883·5940.
5112
Sl Ul>IO ('QNDOMINIUM NFAR UNM and
airport. !maculate, c~cellent furnisJJings, air con·
diuoning, 'wimming pool, ja.;uzi, laundry facilities,
available 5118 to 8!10. S245 includes utilities. 2436025.
5/IZ

5.

FORSALE

PIZZA INN PIZZA
If you like more on your pizza,
this is where it begins.

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Buy one pizza, next smaller size free.
I

.

I
I
I
1.
I
1

I

aoL-l

1.
1
I

With this coupon, buy any giant, large ot medium size pizza at regular
menu price and get your second pizza of the next smaller size \1.-ith
equ. al numb_ er ofingredients, up to three ingredients, free. Present.
.fa~·
this coupon with guest check.
. "'
Validlhnl

May 14, 1980

~~{!.tPI..

aOnly

.

1

•

Frzza.tnn(l)

1
(!)

I

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••

1240 Wyoming Blvd. N.E.
5555 Montgomery N.E.

3040 Juan T abo

296-0588
881-1018
298-6868.

MUST SELL 1968 CHEVELLE M~libu, small V-8,
in good condition, the Interior is In excellent con·
dition, $800 or best offer. Call831·3509 arter4 p.m.
5/12
GOOD CAMPING VAN. $900,247-2565.
5/07
1971 DATSUN .SIO. $450. 266·1027.
5/07
ENOl. ISH 10 SPEED. GOOD condition. 266·1178,

5112
GARCIA,CLASSICAL. GUITAR, $225, make offer.
298-6969.
S/12
TENNIS RACKETS, YAMAHA YFG-50, fiber~lass,
graphite. Victor superb strings. X/NT cord. Head
rna1w, me1al frame, not string. Good condition.
$12~. 277-4·109.
5/12
SOI.ID SILVER FRENCH open-hole Gemelnhart
flute in good condition. Asking $300 or best offer.
Call Kathy a1 265-4840 after 6:30.
5/12
WIGHT Bf'NCH, BAR and 120 lbs, loose weights,
S/12
Call247-4058 after8 p.m. or before9 a.m.
FOR . SAU;: BEAUTIFUL Alaskan M11lamute,
female, 16 momhs. AKC, trained. Call247-4058 after
8 p.m. or hcforc9 a.m.
5/12
KNEISEL SKIS, 195", look Nevada bindings, must
sell. 247-4058 afler8 p.m. or before9a.m.
5112
K2·610 200 em WITH LOOK N77 bindings, new,
$17~. Roo1ignd Strata 190 em with bindings. $65,
Dynafit boot'i, $45, 242-1040.
5/07
PANASONIC B/W TV, 4 months old, perfect
condition. $60, 256·7316.
5107
1972 TOYOTA CORONA Mark II, $650 or best
offer. Runs OK, but needs some. work. 266·1724,
Steve.
S/12
SCHWINN VARSITY NEWLY rebuilt, great
5/12
condition, SIOO. 293·8889 evenings.
MUST SELL BLAUPONKT car stereD, AM·FM,
cassette, Pioneer receiver, 85 watts/channel, PLSIOA
turntable, also. Call247-4058 after 8 p.m. or before 9
a.m.
S/12
BEAUTIFUL ALAS!<AN MALAMUTE. female, 2
year,, gentle, S75 to good home. 242-8760.
5/12

6.

EMPLOYMENT

PART TIME JOB, graduate students only. After·
noons and evenings. Must be able to work Friday and
Saturday nights. Must be 21 years old. Apply in
person, no phone calls, please. Saveway Liquor
Store\, at S7041.om~sNE, SSI6MenaulNE.
tfn
DIAl A SUMMER job.! Skilled clerical and
\Ccretanal. llatskt!led industrial and labor. Car and
phone necessary. Please call: Manpower Temporary
5112
Services. 256-9801 or 256·3526.
f>ART·TIME PHONE solicitor, will train. 2. parttimer~ to solicit classified ads by phone. Plenty of
pro<pcc1s, easy to sell, interesting work, good pay,
Evemng hour~ most productive. l'lea.~ant voice, good
hunll\\ riting or typing required. Call Personnel.l!437537.
Si07
BRU'ill RANCH CAMP for boys located in
mountains cast of Santa Fe now hiring male coun.
\Clem whn also instruct in one of the following areas:
western horseback riding, riflery-hunter safety,
fencing, art and drama. Dates, June 11-Aug. 9.
Contat:t James Congdon, PO Box 2450 Santa Fe, NM
8150iurcalli-7S7·8772.
5112
BRUSH RANCH CAMP for girls located in
moumams cast of Santa Fe now hiring women
coun1elnr~ who also instruct in one of the following
areas: Drama, fencing, and dance. Dates June II·

Aug. 9_ <·,)ntact James CDngdon, PO Bml2450 Santa
Fe, NM. X7SOI or call 1·757-8772.
5/12
CAMP COUNSELORS, COOKS, caretaker needed
at lllllllltCr ~amp in Jemez Mountains. :1.65·8786, 94:30.
S/07
PART·TIMF JOB,graduate students only. Afternoons nnd e'enings. Must be!lble to work Friday and
Saturday ni~hts. Must be 21 yet~rs old. Apply in
person, no phone calls, please. Snveway Liquor
Stores, at 5704 Lomas NE,5516Menaul NE.
5/12
TWO PEOPLE NEEDED for summer craft8
program at First Unitarian Church. Employment-14
Sundays, June 1-Aug. 13. Salary-$6 per Sunday per
perspn. Contact Terry Holmberg, 345-1801.
5/12
IMMEDIATE FULL-TIME and part-time openings
at the Dairy Queen. 2300 Central SE, l66-1212. 5/12
PART-TIME HELP wanted, nights and weekends,
no clerical. 265·2524.
5/12
ADDRESS AND STUFF envelopes at home. Any age
or location, $800 per month possible. See ad under
Personals. Triple "S."
5101
CALL RENE AT Ounhill Temporaries to investigate
short or long term work assignments available
throughout the summer. 884-6734.
5/12
DIVISION OF GOVERNMENT research needs
work-study qualified student for summer employment. Must be computer literate. 277 ·3305. 5112
HELP WANTED: HIGHLAND Theater, part-time.
265-4575. '
5112
YOU'LL BE MAD! when you find out how easy it is
to make money this way. Call256·9003.
5/07
WORK STUDY POSITION, 20/hours a week. Clerk
typist. See Janet Pickett, Native American Studies
Center, 1~12 Las Lomas, NE-277-3917.
S/12
WEDDING DRESS AND veil, size 7, elborate
beading, .:athedrnltrain, $100.256.0738 after 5 p.m.

5112
PRIVATI, QUARTERS, RENT free for childcarc
at1d h<ll~>cdeaning, at Corrales horne. Days free.
ll-1ust haw ~ar. Call Scott, 898-9498.
5/12
EXPERIFNCED HELl' WANTED part time in
health hlllll ~tore. 255-4158.
S/01
DOWNTOW YWCA TEEN program needs in·
structor- t..r gymn"stics, tennis and jazz drama.
('ontacl '-ih"ol at 247-884!.
5112
I'(>RMI· R I l! ( II STUDENTS professionol business
opportunity lull-time summer earn $3000 to SSOOO
toward> nnl '"ar•, college expenses. Call266.7079 or
296-7962
S/07
APPJ<:A !IONS ARE NOW being taken for
position; ul handyman and janitor at the Girl Scout
Camp in the Jemez Mountains. Available im·
mediatclnhrough August 3. Cali243"9S81.
S/12
WORK·STUDY POSITION immediately available.
Mu~tbcgoodtypist.277-5431.
5tl2

7.

TRAVEL

NEElD A PASSENGER to help with travel expcmes?
Advertise in the DAIJ.Y LOBO classified section. tfn
l'ALL-ACADI'MIC YEAR 80·81 in South
Americ~. Study "'ith UNM in Quito. Information,
233 Orteg~.
5112

8.

MISCELLANEOUS

INSTANT ('ASH FOR class rings, coins, jewelry,or
anything marked. !OK, 14K, .18K, 24K or sterling,
any conditit>n, une day service, mail insured, midwest
!list. B11~ 2~61 hu~u. ND58108.
$.'12

TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS
1 College degs.
4 Thicket
9 Fragrance
14 Asian sash
15 Cures
16 Bay of
Naples Isle
17- -treatment
19 E. Indian, e.g.
20 - - once:
Suddenly
21 Letter
22 Wicked
23 Nasty look
24 Kinds
26 Defeat
29 Comp. pt.
31 Large bird
32 Jason's ship
33 B.C.'s neighbor
36Soaks
38 Males
39 Mooring
ropes
41 Blunting
43 Stowe girl
44 Dowries
46 Meat cuts
47 Create
49 Lard

50 And so on
51 Luge, e.g.
52 Liberates
54 Record
58 Pheasant
brood
60 Thrice: Prefix
61 Chiggers
62 Ill will
64 Blowholes
66 Nut pine
67 Canker sore
68 Hail
69 Mad
70 Resounds
71 Eastern coin
DOWN

1 Ethical
2 Poplar
3 Edge
4 Gab
5 Poetic contraction
6 Mr. Yokum
7 Rail car
B Admired
9 Strikebreaker
10 Melon
11 Skin layer
12 1934 initials

UNITED Feature Syndicate
Saturday's Puzzle Solved
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13 Metal
18 Fondle
24 Compose
rapidly:
2 words
25 Stitches
27 Emissary
28 Pincers
30 ·Timetable:
lnf.
33 Attentiongetters
34 WW-11 French
leader
35 Rousing

37 Opening
40 Gets going:
2 words
42 Of milk
45 Spire
48 Redactor
53 Heather
55 Map .book
56 Irritate
57 German city
59 Gainsay
61 Roman god
62 Ems or Bath
63 Dowel
65 Electric unit

